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• Massive transfers across regions 
 
The week of 2 December has witnessed a series of provincial transfers, including: 
 

 
 
Of all the appointments above, Lin Keqing’s appointment is to be highlighted. The latest 
transfer to Guangdong, although on the same level and in the same job, has made Lin the 
youngest CCPSC member of Guangdong. More importantly, Lin was a Beijing official 
throughout his career before the latest appointment—his movement from the capital of China 
to the most economically-advanced province indicates favor of top leadership as this is a clear 
attempt to nurture Lin for higher offices.  
 
At the same time, He Zhongyou has become the second Guangdong provincial leader 
transferred to Hainan in recent years. Former Guangdong Vice Governor Lan Fo’an (蓝佛安) 
was promoted to Hainan in March 2017 as CCPSC member and Commission for Discipline 
Inspection Chairman. With He’s latest transfer to Hainan, the two large cities of the island-
province, Haikou and Sanya, are now both led by reformists from economically better-off 
regions. Incumbent Sanya Party Secretary is Tong Daochi (童道驰), a banker-turned official 
with a doctoral degree from Pardee RAND Graduate School and over six years of experience in 
the World Bank following his graduation. These transfers, alongside the prior transfer of 
hundreds of officials to Hainan, indicate again that Beijing wants to expedite the reform of 
Hainan that could turn the island-province into an international tourism hub. 
 
At the same time, the political jockeying surrounding the top provincial jobs had also begun 
(some of the appointments below were already covered in the earlier briefings). 
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The latest movement marks the beginning of the political jockeying toward the 20th Party 
Congress, which is due to convene in 2022. This round of reshuffles occurred roughly three 
years ahead of the next party congress, consistent to the pattern of appointment prior to 19th 
Party Congress. The provincial jockeying in preparation for 19th Party Congress began in 
August 2014, also roughly three years ahead of the party congress that convened in October 
2017. 
 
A big distinction between the 2014-2015 and 2019 reshuffles, however, is the reason behind the 
reshuffles. All provincial appointments made in 2014-2015 were direct response to the ousters 
made by Xi’s signature anti-corruption campaign, which was at its height at the moment.  
 
In 2014-2015, then-Shanxi party secretary Yuan Chunqing was removed for his incompetence 
in containing the prevalent corruption in Shanxi, which eventually brought down nine 
provincial leaders and dozens of prefectural leaders. Then-Tianjin party secretary Sun Chunlan 
was transferred to replace ousted CCP United Front Works Department head Ling Jihua. 
Similarly, Li Xi and Zhao Kezhi were promoted and transferred to replace the ousted Liaoning 
party secretary Wang Min and Hebei party secretary Zhou Benshun, respectively. 
 
In contrast, the latest 2019 provincial appointments were mostly the results of on-time 
retirement. Minister of Civil Affairs Huang Shuxian and Shanxi Party Secretary Luo Huining 
had both reached 65, the age limit set for provincial leaders, and their retirement has triggered 
a chain of appointments for their replacements and the replacements of their replacements. 
 
An exhibit is the consistent pattern demonstrated in the latest reshuffles. In all promotions 
(excluding same-ranking transfers), party secretaries (no.1 of the provinces) were replaced by 
governors (no.2 of the provinces), while governors were replaced by vice party secretaries (no.3 
of the provinces). At the same time, all same-ranking transfers were results of on-time 
retirement. This means that Beijing already planned the succession for governors and vice party 
secretaries when they were installed to their positions—in other words, when the officials were 
appointed provincial vice party secretaries, they were already vetted and nurtured to become 
governors and eventually provincial party secretaries. 
 
Moving forward, “vice party secretary—governor—party secretary” will be the new norm of 
promotion. This means that provincial vice party secretary has become a vital step for any 
official seeking provincial jobs, as well as an important bellwether to identify emerging, future 
leaders. 
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Why is this important? Currently, there are only two incumbent provincial party secretaries, 
Heilongjiang’s Zhang Qingwei (b.1961) and Shaanxi’s Hu Heping (b.1962), that will be eligible 
to work through the 20th Party Congress from 2022 to 2027 and still eligible to enter into state 
positions on the 21st Party Congress in 2027 without breaking the age limit. Otherwise, there 
are only 11 governors, including the lately appointed Lin Wu (b.1962) and Yin Hong (b.1963), 
that will be eligible to work through the 20th Party Congress and still eligible to enter into state 
positions on the 21st Party Congress. In short, there are only 13 incumbent provincial leaders 
eligible for state positions on 21st Party Congress. 
 
However, there are over 70 state positions to be filled in each administration, of which around 
50 are to be filled by Party cadres (the rest to be filled by minority party leaders). For these 
positions, the Party needs many more junior cadres with local experience, and provincial vice 
party secretaries are just next in line. More importantly, the Party needs to nurture officials 
born in late 1960s and early 1970s for state leadership positions after the 21st Party Congress—
provincial vice party secretary is an inevitable step for these junior officials. 
 
The latest appointments have created a number of vacancies for provincial vice party secretaries 
across regions. Currently, Beijing, Shanghai, Chongqing, Henan, Shanxi, Guizhou, and Qinghai 
are missing their vice party secretaries. Those filling the vacancies stand a much higher chance 
for future promotions. 
 
• Anhui receives the third financial vice mayor in two weeks 
 
On 4 December 2019, Bengbu city of Anhui province appointed Zhou Weixin (周伟新), 
former Bank of China Anhui Branch vice president, as vice mayor.  
 
Zhou is the third financial vice mayor appointed in Anhui in the past two weeks. On 28 
November 2019, Huangshan city of Anhui province appointed He Yi (何毅), former PICC 
Operation Department deputy general manager, as vice mayor. One day before on 27 
November 2019, Ma’anshan city of Anhui province appointed Zheng Xiuxu (郑琇煦), former 
ICBC Private Banking Department deputy general manager, as vice mayor. 
 
As we emphasized, transferring lower-ranking bankers to prefectural cities as vice mayors is a 
new trend. Having senior bankers as vice governors is feasible primarily because vice governors 
do not regularly touch on the messiest businesses of local government but play the “decision-
maker” role. In contrast, prefectural vice mayors are involved in the much messier day-to-day 
running of the governments. This is why there has been no such appointment before.  
 
The role of these financial vice mayors will likely focus on driving financial development in 
Anhui, a financially-backward inland province that now needs to catch up with Shanghai, 
Jiangsu, and Zhejiang—China’s most financially-advanced provinces—because of Anhui’s 
inclusion into the Yangtze River Delta integration initiative.  
 
• Leadership movement in Guangdong this week 
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• Leadership movement in Chongqing this week 
 

 
 
• Leadership movement in Jiangsu this week 
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• Leadership movement in Zhejiang this week 
 

 
 
• Leadership movement in Sichuan this week 
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